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DENIS P. MOORE BACK IN
STEAM!
Thanks to the efforts of Roger and Richard, Castledare’s
beloved club steam locomotive is back in service! The new
boiler is working well with minor adjustments being carried
out and it will soon return as a 1st Sunday run mainstay. Gone
are the days where Denis would only have enough pressure
to make it around the short loop before running out of steam!
Even a novice fireman such as myself can now keep it above
70 psi and that is saying something! Roger has also been busy
with the paint and it makes a significant difference. Well done
Richard and Roger!
Editor

Junior Member Dylan prepares Denis for
its first public run with the new boiler

The President’s Bit
The recent Retina Association was very well attended, which in turn meant a busy day for us. At one point
6 trains were steadily lapping the track and the queue was flowing steadily. One down side was no steam
running, which did flow on to other areas of staffing. This type of run can really test us as a group, and I’m
pleased that everyone pulled together and got the job done. As a result of this, some ideas have been in
the melting pot for some new signage around the station ramp to better guide people around the area.
Thanks again to all involved.
Now, for the usual highlights and news...








Those involved in the timetable running night session over the Easter weekend had a great night,
with thoughts going to another session. At this stage likely to be the 5 th Sunday in August should
there be sufficient interest. Credit to David Edwards for the work that went into planning the night,
even if there were a few hiccups along the way… Please contact David and let him know if you’re
interested in the event, so we have a better idea of numbers involved (tinnwhistle@yahoo.com).
Thanks to Rod Bradley and his crew of helpers, the south end of the carriage shed has had it’s gable
re-clad in weatherboards, the result is impressive and plans are for the same treatment to be
applied at the other end. This work all goes towards tying our buildings together aesthetically, and
is a big improvement over the corrugated iron which had been in place.
Signals team have moved their focus towards Niana South (B box) with conversion to air operated
points, the first stage being the fit out of the electrical cabinet which will take over from the
existing cabin. This will be an ongoing project for some time, but will I’m sure be worth it in the
end.. Some thought now also needs to be given to what if any changes are made to the track in this
area as it will (I believe) have a flow on effect to the signalling systems finalization.
Thanks to those involved, the complete rebuilding of the pedestrian footbridge is now all but
complete, any willing hands on a paint brush, I’m sure you won’t be knocked back.  A concrete
approach has been poured on the oval by the mid week crew to allow safe passage onto the bridge
and has finished the project off nicely.
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With the footbridge now completed, the planned work on the toilet block can now be
reconsidered. The scope of work may need to be reviewed, both in content and size, but in the
interests of both the members and our patrons, needs due consideration.
Since our last report, it’s pleasing to report that Denis P Moore has returned to full service,
performing very well last run day with it’s new boiler (ticketed the morning of the run).
Rolling stock inspections are underway, with several sets already being attended to and some
works carried out to rectify defects found thanks to Les and Richard for the time being put in to this
work.
A fresh load of ballast is being ordered, with the plan to trial a mix of fine blue metal stone as
opposed to the roadbase we have been using. History shows that the blue metal tended to spread,
but with the work done to stabilize the track, the decision was made to give it another shot. This
will also see some changes to the way the ballasting is being done, with the aim to do complete
sections progressively.
In my last full report I put out an expression of interest for an “events co-ordinator” to look after a
few happenings around the railway, Heidi Prindiville and Damelsa Belcher have put their hands up
and so far have been responsible for the catering at three events. They have more planned and
hopefully the members will support their endeavours when the time comes.
Regular visitors will have seen a new diesel arrive in the loco sheds formerly of turner cottage and
whistlestop miniature railways. Owned by country member Kevin Graham, this loco has now passed
hands to new member John Bollans. The club has benefited from this, in that we now have another
reliable loco and an enthusiastic owner, as well as receiving a small gesture from Kevin for assisting
in the sale process. Many thanks to those involved.
The loco water project has also moved forward a few more steps, with all three rainwater tanks,
now actively used in the collection of water from the carriage shed. Thanks to Clive and others
involved in this project, attention is now being turned to fully connecting existing guttering into the
system to increase our collection capacity.
Saturday May 9th will hopefully see the fourth road installed at Wilson Station to enable easier train
handling, any willing volunteers would be welcome to assist.
City of Canning is currently out of service with the rear bogie undergoing a fairly comprehensive
rebuild including re-machining of at least one axle.

The above is but a small excerpt of recent happenings, and as can be seen, a lot of work has been carried
out by a large number of members. My sincere thanks to those who continue to put their time and effort
into the railway, no matter how big or small, every bit helps make the railway the great place it can be.
With work progressing on several fronts, from track & rolling stock, to buildings and general maintenance,
all of this activity helps show that we are investing in ourselves and our future. We have a few projects
which need to be attended to and completed, before we take on any new ones, so for those not already
involved, please if you can, your time and effort would be most appreciated.
Till next month,
Craig Belcher

President
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If you have been to Castledare and parked in the member’s carpark in recent weeks, you may have noticed
Clive, John P and myself have been digging holes around the water tanks next to the diesel shed. This is
part of a project that when complete will see multiple gutters from different club buildings flowing into
three tanks all connected and going into the boilers of steam locos! Prior to this, only one of the tanks was
connected to the station supply and the other two had no way of collecting or providing water.
Not really a project, but this was definitely something the club needed. The new lathe has arrived and has
been positioned in Gerry’s workshop. This one is much more useful and will make life a lot easier on our
rollingstock team.
Maintenance on Betsy’s starter motor has been carried out by Roger and by doing this Betsy was able to
contribute to train operations on the second Wednesday school holiday run which saw 601
passengers carried! This is surely a record for Wednesdays and Wilson Runs alike? On a good third
Sunday run at Wilson, around 400 are carried by 4 trains, on this day though 601 were carried by 2!
Work has now also begun on preparations for environmental works around the Canning area with some
points being cut out and maintained.

Sumo passes the control box on the Fern Road
deviation. Back to Niana for the steamers!

Clive and John P on the final stages of the water
tank project. An important job. Well done!

Timetabled Night Run
Sunday the 5th of April saw not only a successful Niana Run day but also a timetabled night run. Organised
by David Edwards, it was an opportunity for the attending members to enact some operations that full size
railways used with an HO scale method of control with a 7.25” railway!
A huge whiteboard with all the departure times and train order numbers was at Niana station which must
have taken some time and patience to prepare but thanks to David, we knew when we were going and
where we were going!
Locomotives involved included: Dependable, Carabao, 4401, Betsy and a few private steam engines ran
such trains as: Regional fuel supply, Express passenger, Fast goods, All stops passenger, Super-phosphate
and Heritage goods.
Crews were required to perform tasks at particular locations according to their train order as real crews do.
Trains were to radio control (David) when completing a task.
Even simulated goods and mail were in circulation, being picked up and dropped off at their respectful
landmarks. Some goods included: Pies from South Morang, Mousetraps from Thomas & Gerald Pty. Ltd.
and even a box of detonators that was the right size to be the real thing!
If you’re still confused as to what was going on, an example of a train order can be found overleaf, and an
interpretation can be found as follows:
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Train 901 [Wilson Wanderer – Special Passenger (Blue set – ‘Betsy’ on the night)]
Departs Niana at 1800
Arrives at Wilson by 1814 and take the loop (Road 2 – off the mainline)
Allow 4 trains (123, 525, 617, 401) to pass
Depart Wilson 1841
Pass Wormhill at 1854 and cross Train 619 waiting in the siding at Wormhill
Arrive at Niana 1855 and prepare for next service with that carriage set
Thanks so much to all the members who turned out on the night and a big thanks to David Edwards who
organised it all. A timetabled day run is being planned in August so any members interested can contact
him at tinnwhistle@yahoo.com. We all had so much fun that I could not source any photo but I encourage
members to try this unique experience.
Editor

Retina Run Photos

Pictures (Clockwise from top left): A busy carpark, some of the Retina WA workers in their outfits,
passengers queue for tickets and trains, G535 gets the ‘All Clear’ from the new pneumatic semaphore
signals at Niana. Photos by C Woodward
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Castledare Miniature Railway

Train Order
Train No. 901 Special Passenger
"Wilson Wanderer"
ARHS Victorian Division Hired Special

Niana Dep 1800
Wilson Arr 1814
Take Loop
Cross 123 1824
Cross 525 1829
Cross 617 1832
Cross 401 1839
Wilson Dep 1841
Wormhill Dep 1854
Cross 619 1854
Niana Arr 1855
To Make 001 Express Passenger
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Familiar Faces at Familiar Railways
Some of you may be aware of the now closed Whistle Stop Railway in Busselton. It has proven to be a
source of inspiration in younger people to keep our hobby alive. While other 7.25” railways do this also,
this particular railway made the trains a bit more relatable to the younger generation by giving the
locomotives personalities and faces, much like that famous little tank engine. Now closed though, it can’t
inspire new enthusiasts as it once did. But the owner and his friends who ran the railway have thankfully
been able to sell some of the locomotives they no longer use, and so they can go on to create more smiles
across happy children’s faces across WA.

BR Class 28, D5702 ‘Boco’ waits with already
iconic Castledare locomotives at Niana station during

Cohunu Park Railway have received the DL loco
from Whistle Stop. A much needed backup to their
passenger fleet which should give D1561 a rest.

testing on a private booking run. This locomotive will

Photo: K Bradney

also see use at the Batavia Coast Miniature Railway near
Geraldton WA. Photo: Editor

IMPORTANT NOTICES


The rule regarding suitable locomotives for driver training has been changed:

FROM NOW ON NO DISTINCTION WILL BE MADE BETWEEN
FRONT CAB AND REAR CAB LOCOMOTIVES WHEN BEING USED
FOR TRAINING PURPOSES


The President has requested me to advise you on a new system regarding storage of locomotives
on-site. Due to an overcrowding in the loco sheds at Castledare, the system (still a work in progress)
is being devised to give locomotives that see regular public running priority in the shed over other
locomotives. Storage of a locomotive in our sheds is a privilege not a right and most clubs do not
have storage on-site for members’ possessions. The system should also be taking into consideration
how much effort a member puts in around the club on work and run days. So if your locomotive
doesn’t see much public use but you help out on work days and/or on a run day, you will earn its
keep. The carriage shed will be used as a backup if needed, but it is obvious that facilities in the loco
sheds are better suited. Nothing is finalised yet, but it seems the only fair and cost effective way of
keeping the overcrowding problem under control.
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The S&T team are doing a brilliant job with the Niana B (south) Box project, all of the station will
soon be controlled from A (north) Box. However, there is something they want all train crews to be
aware of. This was published in a previous edition of Cinders & Soot but some crews aren’t getting
the message!
CASTLEDARE MINIATURE RAILWAYS W.A. (INC)
SIGNALS AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS

For your information
The Signalling System is to facilitate regular and safe movement of trains around the network.
There are two types of signal at CMR. Colour light and Semaphore. There are three classes of signal.
1. HOME Signals

Stop and Stay.
Identification.
Signal number board is located to the centre of the mast just below the signal
head.
Instructions.
If displaying DANGER, RED, wait 10 seconds and then contact the controlling
signaller for instructions.
When authorised proceed with extreme caution.

If at DANGER only the controlling signaller can authorise passage.
If this type of signal when displaying DANGER, RED is passed without authorisation it is considered a SPAD
(signal passed at danger) and will be treated as a serious reportable breach of rules and may invoke
disciplinary action.
2. AUTOMATIC Signals

Stop and Proceed.
Identification.
Signal number board is located to the LEFT of the mast just below the signal
head.
Instructions.
If displaying DANGER, RED, wait 10 seconds and then proceed with caution.

3. Shunting Signals.

Stop and Stay.
Identification.
Usually at ground level or attached to a HOME signal.
Instructions.
If displaying DANGER, RED just wait. If Signaller intention is not clear wait 10
seconds and contact the controlling Signaller for instructions. When
authorised to proceed continue with extreme caution.
This type of signal is also known as a call on signal and allows movements
right up to the next train or obstruction. Use the same rules as for HOME
Signals.

Definitions:

Proceed with caution or extreme caution.
The next signal will be displaying DANGER, RED. There may be an obstruction
or another train, moving or STOPPED in the section following the previous
signal. The onus is on the following train to avoid a collision.
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G535
G535
4401 Gulgong
6 Denis P Moore
Sumo
2000 Dependable
31024 Amy Jo
1862 Carabao
TOTAL

11 trips
1 trip
9 trips
10 trips
10 trips
7 trips
1 trip
2 trips

51 trains

215 passengers On traffic 1030 Off traffic 1530
'Thunderbird' to assist at derailment
138 passengers On traffic 1030 Off traffic 1500
213 passengers On traffic 1100 Off traffic 1515
201 passengers On traffic 1110 Off traffic 1530
119 passengers On traffic 1115 Off traffic 1415
Light Engine
On traffic 1418 Off traffic 1439
Fire Train
On traffic 1030 Off traffic 1600

886 passengers

Fine weather saw improved passenger loadings compared to last month even though we ran the same
number of trains. Again this month steam hauled trains did 2 laps (which for statistics counts as 1 trip) of
the Fern Road and Short Loop circuit (Stopping Pattern F) running express through Niana while diesels ran
a single lap of the Fern Road and Wilson circuit (Stopping Pattern T). The delays we had last month
appeared to have been smoothed out this time round and everything ran well. The only delays we did
experience were caused by the fires and derailment as reported below.
Events:
NO SPADS
NO BREAKDOWNS
FIRES:
Small grass fires broke out on Fern Bank on two occasions, burning across the oval away from the
track. The first occurred at 1211, the second at 1340. Water spray bottles were promptly deployed from
passing trains and the fire train was also despatched both times. The first fire was brought under control
at 1222, the second at 1344. Vigilance and prompt action by train crews prevented the situation getting
beyond the reach of our resources.
DERAILMENTS:
A bogie on the maroon set hauled by 2000 derailed between River
Junction and Black Stump at 1320, apparently caused by a wayward
piece of ballast. 535 was sent out with some muscles on board to
assist with rerailing. The wagon was rerailed at 1337.
Signed
The Thin Controller

The new compressor
and electrical work
in the B Box cabinet.
Photo: Editor
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Send your contributions to the Editor at: steamtrain118@gmail.com for the next issue!

The new lathe! Photo: Editor

This publication of Cinders & Soot was made
possible by the generous contribution of
CMR members.
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Sponsors of CMR

Di Candilo (08) 9279 7244

Applied Fire Technology (08) 9478 3362

Rheem Australia (08) 9351 4293

Fireless Fire Services (08) 9371 6913

Dingo Australia (08) 9311 9811
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